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EDITOR’S NOTE. 

My grandson suggested that I could use “chatgpt”to construct an editorial. Apparently,you ask the AI 

robot-”write me a 500 word article on motorcycles in the style of an editorial.” That would be 

cheating. What would the Rev. Bruce Cornford say? I always write Cornfield instead of Cornford 

before correcting myself. A Freudian slip? Drifting off to a corn field on a summer day with the Royal 

Enfield Constellation that I always fancied, parked. Anyway,I digress . Back to a grey Monday in 

Pompey. 

When I get an email and scroll down to the bottom, alongside the “reply” box is a suggestion that 

applies to the content of the mail. What’s going on? Is there a green figure hovering over the 

computer on a flying tray like the Mekon? ( don’t know what I’m talking about youngsters. Ask 

grandad about Dan Dare).  

Scrolling back to 1954. “Motorcycling” magazine reported on a reader who had removed his sidecar 

body and was taken to court. His insurance company had decided that he was uninsured as his 

chassis was not a “sidecar”. I remember John Theobald riding (driving?)  a bike, a B.S.A. A7 I think, 

that had just such a chassis attached. 

Food for thought! Are your insurance details up to date? 

You may (like me), have set up an agreed value years ago. Does that still reflect the current value? 

Is there a mileage limit?. 

Are you covered for a pillion passenger? 

My insurance policy has legal cover and when a car driver pulled out in front of me, their service 

couldn’t be faulted. 

I spoke to a human (not an AI robot) which saved me throwing the phone at the wall! 

Regular readers (not again) will probably know that I had an undistinguished career in the motor 

trade. Hendy Lennox was a great place to work. Sometimes we would do a stint in reception. 

Customers would sometimes come in and ask for advice on a ford that they were repairing. If I was 

on duty I would always call the same mechanic to answer their query. He was guaranteed to raise a 

smile. 

“Yes sir, that stubborn nut is FT. or PITA”.  Translated that was pain in the arse or F…..g tight! 

Happy days.  

TTFN….Editor 
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TEA BREAK…NOW.  

Following the editor’s comments on insurance, 

Is this chap taking the p..err mickey?Also-not very P.C. for today’s tastes. 

My chum(Andy Thayer of this parish) is restoring a Honda 500 four.The colour 

is candy gold,which is the same as the 750 livery. My other chum,Trevor sprays 

his various projects and we have colluded on the colour.There are problems 

with these multi-stage pearls,as I know.I Was employed as a colour matcher 

and mixer At Wadhams crash repair,and was treated to a week’s course at I.C.I. 

I suggested RS paints,who had good reviews.  

Arthur Bancroft started the business and worked as a colour matcher for 

I.C.I.,so I may have benefited from his expertise! 

When I started we were still brush painting commercials with just a handful of 

colours to match an awkward colour. 

Things are different now!I went into Autopaints at Southampton to get a panel 

matched.Dan Dare would have been impressed!A spectrophotometer scanned 

the part then a computer came up with a list of car colours to match the bike 

part. 

Andy tells me that his friend in the two stroke club had some old snaps of 

w.m.c.c. events and wrote to our club. He received no reply and gave them to 

the two stroke club. Lost in the post,I expect! 

My mole (not Steve Cox this time,),has given me a couple of interesting 

snippets.I always use Esso synergy plus, Supreme.Although labelled as 5% 
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ethanol,it contains next to none.He says that plans are underway to increase 

the ethanol content.The 20 m.p.h. Speed limit in parts of the country may add 

to global warming,as(according to moley),Ad Blue doesn’t become effective 

until 26 m.p.h. If your new diesel car runs out of ad blue,it will go into”limp 

home” mode and will not restart until topped up. Progress,I suppose,Jim,but 

not as we know it! 

Tea break then.The w.m.c.c. Gazette from October 1988 contained an 

invitation to the club's diamond jubilee event and a short write up about the 

beginnings of the club. The rev. Cornford and some chums met in Bowers cycle 

spares and repair shop in October 1928,and started The Waterlooville 

motorcycle and light car club. The inaugural meeting was at The Heroes of 

Waterlooville public house.A lot of us will remember “The Heroes” on the 

corner of Hambledon Road in earlier times. 

The “Motorcycle,scooter & three wheeler mechanics”magazine from thirty 

years earlier contained a few snippets(one local) that I found interesting.

 

 

Regular readers(as if)will know of my liking for three wheelers. Mr. Lockwood’s 

“ton plus”machine,unusually,features the single wheel at the front unlike most 

sports three wheelers,but the same configuration as the Reliant.In the same 

issue,the new Reliants featured the Ford 10 s.v. engine,replacing the old Austin 

7 engine.Later,of course,they would have the Reliant all aluminium “lump”.My 
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weird”guilty pleasure”started when I worked at Glanfields,the Reliant main 

dealer.I owned models from the Regal to the Rialto,and never turned one 

over,unlike Top Gear’s Mr. Clarkson! The font wheel did,however,misbehave 

when braking hard on a wet road. 

Also in the 1958 magazine,readers criticised the metal studs that preceded 

pedestrian crossings.If you braked on these,you would usually end up in a heap 

on the road. 

As always,keep your mag going-write in with ANYTHING! 

 

 

Yet another tea break… As I am still not getting any content from our members, I suppose it’s 

up to me to keep the Gazette going! This month it’s looking more like a church newsletter! A church 

fundraiser in Portsmouth raised the money to buy a Bedford truck and send it to Uganda. I had a set 

of trade plates at the time, and I was talked into driving it to Felixstowe for shipping. On the way 

home, I hitched a lift using the lorry driver’s technique. They would often be paid for a train home, 

but would hold up the plates as a lorry approached, who would always stop. I haven’t seen that 

lately, but I expect it’s frowned on by the authorities. 

Wadhams staff welcomed Dennis chassis, bare apart from a wooden seat and trade plates. The 

drivers, often arriving through early morning fog wore some heavy-duty waterproofs and Mk.9 

goggles. I wondered if some of them were motorcyclists using their bike gear. 

The new membership secretary is Sarah Hards, 104 Sunnymead Drive,Waterlooville,Hants. PO76BX. 

Mob. 07752443934.  

Steve Cox (who must be the top contributor to our  mag) has shared this- 

PSA test day.Sun.17th March 10am -14.30 pm. At Portsmouth FC. Fratton Park, Frogmore Rd.po48ra 

by appt.pcaso.org/psa testing. He adds “it’s only a blood test-not the other thing”I have recently had 

three of “the other things”, NOTHING TO WORRY ABOUT! 

My friend, Roger was in what he laughingly referred to as “Grey funnel line cruises”, and was sent to 

the Falklands in the 1982 crisis. He had to see the ship’s surgeon to have “the other thing”, and said 

to him “I’m not looking forward to this doc!” He got the reply “I’d be worried if you were, Chief” 

(Roger was a chief petty officer). 

The “life on two wheels” exhibition is courtesy of the British motorcycle trust. 
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